' the positions of 70 intense, well-localized bursts. Using the BATSE occultation technique, designed for moni-: toring of discrete sources, these burst positions were measured in the energy range of~15 keV-l.8 MeV over ! a If2 day interval during 1991. None of these 70 locations exhibited detectable emission at or above the level i of~5 x 10 -9 ergs cm -2 s -_ during the 112 day interval. This level is approximately I000 times less than the t_pical tntenslty of the burst associate with the given location. In addition, 35 intense gamma-ray bursts i • • " d centered the time of detection. We find no corndetected by BATSE were examined in a 5 day interval on _ pelling evidence that these bursts emit preburst emission or display prompt postburst emission at a level of 45 x 10 -9 ergs cm -2 s -1 on timescales of~1 hr or longer. The lack of detectable long-term emission or : pre-and postburst emission from the positions of gamma-ray bursts has important consequences for a variety
INTRODUCTION
The data from the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) have shown that gamma-ray bursts possess an angular distribution that is consistent with isotropy, yet the bursts are spatially inhomogeneous (Meegan et al. 1992a, b; Fishman et al. 1993 ). These two features make the bursts unlike any other known distribution of galactic objects. Statistical uncertainties generated because of the finite sampling of the parent distribution any anisotropy is present at a very low level in the angular distribution, it will take an extremely large number of bursts before this anisotropy can be discovered. We believe that is not likely that the detection of more bursts will produce an anisotropy that indicates the true distribution, and therefore indirectly the distances, of gamma-ray bursts. It is worthwhile, then, to examine additional features of the burst data in an attempt to solve the mystery of these objects. The positive detection of a counterpart object to the gamma-ray burst, or identification of quiescent emission at some wavelength from the burst source are two areas in which may be found substantial clues yielding insight into the nature of the bursts.
The BATSE experiment has a primary scientific objective of detection and localization of gamma-ray burst events. In addition to this objective, however, there are several secondary scientific objectives.
Among these are the monitoring of the entire sky for transient events and measurement of the intensities of known discrete gamma-ray sources. These analyses are performed by using the Earth as an occulting disk to measure the intensities of these sources as they rise or set over the horizon.
The technique is described in detail elsewhere (Harmon et al. 1991) and was used, for example, in the discovery and analysis of the transient source GRO J0422+32 (Paciesas et ai. 1992).
In this work, we present the results of the application of this technique to systematically search the BATSE database for long-lived or transient nonburst emission from positions of intense gamma-ray bursts. Analysis of the emission produced at times other than the time of the gamma-ray burst itself could yield insight into the temperature, composition, magnetic field, and distance associated with the gamma-ray burst production site. The frequency of such pre-and postburst emission produces significant constraints on the various modeh of burst production. Detection of only one confirmed episode of discrete emission from the site of a gamma-ray burst, either before or after the burst event, would contribute significantly to the current amount of knowledge regarding the burst environment. For example, confirmed blackbody cmiuion would inmaediately yield a measurement of the distance to the burst source. The observed energy flux F of a blackbody is well-known
where A is the emitting area, and r is the distance to the source. The emitting area. although not known, can be given an upper limit through analysis of temporal fluctuations in the burst profile. Fitting the observed spectrum to that of a blackbody yields the appropriate temperature T, and the flux F is measured from the detected radiation. If the distance to a source could be found, it would arguably be the single most important piece of evidence to date in the study of gamma-ray bursts and would immediately eliminate whole cl_ of burst production 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The Bursts and Times Used in the Search
We have obtained the locations of 35 extremely intense BATSE gamma-ray bursts. Each of thee bursts has an intensity defined by C/C=_ > 20, where C is the maximum counting rate during the burst, and C,,i. is the threshold counting rate at the time of detection. The ratio of these two numbers provides a measure of the burst intensity above the background level. A burst with C/C=I, = l, for example, is exactly at the threshold of detection. Many of these bursts have also been detected by the Interplanetary Network (IPN) of spacecraft (Cline et al. 199'2), and therefore have very precise localizations. Because these bursts are very intense, they are, on average, closer than the weaker gamma-ray bursts. Therefore if nonburst emission exists at some level, the probability of detection is higher from these bursts due to their relative proximity.
We have also obtained the locations of 35 gamma-ray bursts from the Atteia et al. (1987) catalog which have well-defined interplanetary network location error boxes, not simply an annulus or other large region of the sky. These bursts were all detected prior to February of 1980, by instrumentation with more limited sensitivity than BATSE. Each of these 35 events were localized by the IPN, and therefore are bursts with large intensities. The inclusion of these bursts into this work offers the added feature of studying the possibility of emission several years after the actual burst itself. A complete list of the bursts and their locations is provided in Table 1 . Those bursts detected by BATSE are listed on the left-hand side of the table and are indicated by their 1B catalog number (Fishman et al. 1993 ). (Bursts not in the BATSE 1B catalog are identified by a superscript "a" and their date of detection.) Those bursts from the Atteia et al. (1987) catalog are listed on the right-hand side of the table, and are designated by their date of detection.
In addition to the 70 gamma-ray bursts listed in Table 1 , two locations of blank sky at (_, o0--(14h9 ", --38-°2) and (_ o0 = (4h46 =, 17-°4) were also examined in the search and serve as control sam pies for the detection of emission.
The search for nonburst emission was performed in two parts. The first part involved the examination of 10 consecutive spacecraft pointing periods spanning a time from Truncated Julian Date (TJD) 8392 to TJD 8504. This portion of the mission was chosen because of the availability of the spacecraft tape recorders. During this interval, both of the tape recorders on GRO were working normally. This provided nearly uninterrupted data coverage in any given 24 hr period of time. Consequently, almost all of the burst occultations can be measured. Later in the mission, after the tape recorders had failed, data coverage was substantially degraded. Choosing one of these time intervals would have severely limited the number of measurements that could be made on the burst locations.
During this 112 day interval, each of the 70 gamma-ray burst locations and the two control samples were measured using the BATSE occultation technique at each rise and set of the source location as the spacecraft orbited the Earth. The measurements were then examined to determine the absence or presence of detectable mission. These one-orbit measurements were also combined into a total-day measurcnmnt to improve the sensitivity. Table 2 lists the specifics of each pointing period used. The beginning and end of each pointing i:m'iod is listed by TJD and seconds of day. The column labeled BATSE GRBs indicates the bursts from Table 1 that were detected in each of the 10 pointing periods used.
The second part of the search involved only those gammaray bursts detected by BATSE. A 5 day period centered on the time of the detection of each gamnm-ray burst was .measured for the presence of immediate pre-or postbur_ emission. For seven of the bursts, this measurement was performed in the first • part of the search becauss-4hese bursts were detected during the 112 day interval These two modes of searching are somewhat complementary. The first mode allows for the assessment of long-term emission from each of the sources, while the second mode allows for the investigation of burst-related emission that may occur just prior to or after the burst itself.
Mechanics of the Search
The BATSE occultation software package was modified for this study so that th.e 70 burst locations and two control sample locations could be measured in a stand-alone batch mode, without interfering with the daily mission operations tasks. The BATSE CONTINUOUS (CONT) data type (see Horack 1991 for a complete description) from the Large Area Detectors was used to provide 14 energy channel coverage over the range of approximately 15 keV-l.8 MeV. The highest and io_rest energy channels were not used to avoid possible instrumental effects. Each of these 14 energy channels is measured individually at each occultation edge. Individual channels could then be combined over a wide variety of ranges and combinations to improve sensitivity to various spectral shapes. The measurements were performed in a similar manner for both the first and second part of the investigation; the longterm emission search and burst related search, respectively. Each source location was assigned a source-history file for a given pointing period or 5 day interval near the burst. As the software performed the measurements of the occultation edges in the time period under consideration, the results from each location were stored into their respective source-history files. When occultation measurements in the time interval were complete, each of the source-history files contained the results of flux measurements from typically 200-300 transits of the source Ioc_ition across the Earth's limb. Each of these flux measurements were then examined to determine if a significant detection had been recorded.
A large software package was developed to examine the source-history files. A summary program was used first to identify all individual channel measurements that were #oven a significance of 3 a or higher by the occultation software. This program also identified the presence of any two or more adjacent energy channels in a #oven occultation edge that displayed a 2 a or higher significance.
False detections that were not flagged by the occultation analysis program, such as interfering known discrete sources (e.g., Crab, Vein, Cyg X-l), poor quality data, etc., were easily identified using this summary program.
Interesting occultation edges were then examined further with additional software and visually. To further analyze these edges, programs were written to generate spectra, create threedimensional (intensity vs. time and energy channel) surface plots and contour plots of the occultation history, and perform linear least-squares fits to the flux measurements• These programs are capable of operating on the individual flux measurements contained in the source history file, or could be used on combinations of user-selected channels and times to increase sensitivity. This standard analysis was performed for all 72 of the locations in a #oven pointing period and for the 35 BATSEdetected bursts in the 5 day interval centered on the time of detection.
In total, over 240,000 occultation measurements were made and analyzed at some level depending on the results of the measurement.
The sensitivity of BATSE to nonburst emission using the occultation technique is dependent on a number of parameters.
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The primary factor in determining the sensitivity is the spaeo. craft orientation with respect to the source location. As the orientation of the spacecraft changes with respect to a #oven location on the sky, the projected areas of the detectors observ. ing the position change, and the number of detectors with significant projected areas can also change. A secondary con. tributor to the sensitivity is the angle/_, the angle between the source and the orbital plane of the satellite. Sources near the poles of the orbit are not occulted by the Earth, and consequently cannot be detected using the occultation technique. Sources thai lie near tl_e orbital plane have t.he'most rapid _ transition through the atmosphere limb, producing the sharp. est occultation edges that are more easily identified. The sensitivity is also energy dependent.
The estimated BATSE 3 a sensitivity, approximately 0.15 Crab, is shown in Figure 1 .
RESULTS OF THE SEARCH FOR EMISSION
General Result: No Detection
The gamma-ray burst locations are extremely quiet. Despite the analysis of 70 well-known burst locations for a consecutive 112 day period, with nearly 30 measurements possible per day, not one instance of confirmed emission was found. Each of the possible interesting occultation edges (of which, one finds an average of approximately six per pointing period) obtained in the search could be explained by an interfering source in a nearby region of the sky, sunrise after a flare, an electron precipitation event, the flickering of sources such as Cyg X-l, or other phenomenon not connected with the bml location under analysis. Combining the individual occultation measurements into a set of daily measurements to improve the semitivity failed to yield any detectable emission. During the entire 112 day period, no two consecutive occultation edgm from any of the 70 burst locations displayed evidence of emission in any CONT channel at a significance level of 3 ¢ or greater, as determined by the occultation software. There is no detectable emission on timescales of hours from any of the 70 locations of the intense gamma-ray bursts at a level of~0.15 Crab for the 112 day period that was examined. Table 3 contains the average number of CONT energy channels per occultation edge with a significance of 3 a or more in the measured flux, as determined by the occultation software for the BATSE locations, the Atteia locations, and the control samples. It is imporiant io note that the occultation software can measure a decrease in the intensity when a source is Supposed to rise above the horizon, and vice versa. These are reported as negative measurements (e.g., -3 or) by the software, where the minus sign indicates that the measured edge is in the wrong direction.
The agreement between the three sets of locations is obvious. In approximately 100 occultation measurements of a burst location, one expects approximately seven of the energy channels to display a fluctuation that is 3 cr or greater in one direction (source dsel or the other (source set). By examination of the numbers in Table 3 . the BATSE and Atteia burst locations are indistinguishable.
More importantly, these locations are consistent with the number of fluctuations expected from a location that is not associated with any burst. No individual location from either the BATSE or Atteia set of bursts was found to be clearly inconsistent with the measurements obtained from regions of blank sky.
As the second part of the investigation into nonburst emission, we examined 5 days of data centered on the time of each of the 35 BATSE burst detections. Figure 2 shows the typical result obtained from the search; no significant emission at the level of~0.15 Crab is identified for approximately 2.5 days prior to or after the burst. The source of gamma-ray bursts appear to be rather quiet unless, of course, they are bursting. This particular figure is from a measurement of IB 910522, BATSE trigger number 219 (Fishman et ai. 1993), in CONT channel ! I, where one would expect to find any 511 keV emission that is present, but the result is typical. Combining energy channels to search for broad-band occultation steps to improve sensitivity yielded no statistically significant detections of emission in the short periods of time sampled.
The Exception to the Rule
One occultation edge from GB 920711 (BATSE trigger no. 1695) showed an apparent significant flux. This burst was a very intense, complex event lasting over 100 s. The time profile, shown in the energy range of 50-300 keV in Figure 3 , displays an extensive amount of structure, with statistically significant fluctuations on the order of~100 ms. This burst was detected by BATSE on TJD 8814 at 58140.573 UT. The location of this event was obtained from the Third lnterplane.tary Network. and the occultation times for this location were computed over ;-: " a 5 day period centered on the time of detection by BATSE The location of this event and the orientation of the sky combined to produce a less-than-favorable geometry for detection in many detectors. BATSE detector B7 was the most brightly illuminated detector, with detector B3 having a smaller yet still significant projected area to the burst's location.
The occultation edge that displayed a possible source detection was a rise of the location above the horizon at 7,510.61 s of TJD 8814. This particular rise was --50,000 s before the burst was detected by BATSE. Figure 5 displays a count-spectrum of this occultation step as measured by the BATSE software. The intensity in counts cm -z s-_ keV-_ is plotted as a function energy. A positive detection is registered in each of the energy bins up to an energy of ,-, 120 keV. No other occultation edge measured in the entire study displayed this type of consistent positive detection over a large range of consecutive energy channels.
The feature in Figure 4 is consistent with an occultation step from the location of GB 92071 I. It occurs at the proper time. in the proper detectors, and has the correct sense (i.e., it is an increase in the counting rate at the time of the source rise). If this particular detection is real, Figure 5 indicates the peak flux of the detected emission is near 50 keV, and falls below the BATSE sensitivity at approximately 150 keV. We find that this feature cannot be plausibly explained by an interfering source, SAA feature, electron precipitation •event, or other phenomenon. Alternatively, the occultation edge is consistent with the rise of a source somewhere else at the Earth limb at the time of detection. In a classic example of Murphy's law in action, this I0"2 : 
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Vol. 425 particular edge is the last available measurement prior to the burst due to poor data quality resulting from the malfunction of the spacecraft tape recorders. We therefore have no way to determine if the feature is present in any of the subsequent occultation edges prior to the detection of the burst -,, 50,000 s later. In light of the tremendous number of edges measured from the other gamma-ray bursts, and in light of the fact that the analysis yielded a great null result, we feel that we cannot claim this particular edge as evidence of nonburst emission from an identified burst location. If the progenitor objects of gamma-ray bursts produced emission on a regular basis prior to the actual burst itself, additional interesting occultation edges similar to this one should have been found.
IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRENT BURST MODELS
A gamma-ray burst represents the release of a large amount of stored potential energy. It is unlikely that the mechanism by which this energy is stored is 100% efficient, and it is plausible that some leakage should be detectable prior to the burst. The environment surrounding a gamma-ray burst is undoubtedly hot, and most likely suffers rather profound excitation (if not destruction)
as a consequence of the burst. It is not unreasonable, then, to expect that heated, chaotic environments such as these may emit radiation that may be detectable by BATSE, However, we find that such emission either is not present, or lies below the level of our sensitivity to detect it.
The absence of detected emission from the locations of the gamma-ray bursts, combined with the known semitivity limit of BATSE, can be used to place an upper limit on the amount of emission that can possibly be present. We have presented the estimated one-step sensitivity for the occultation technique in Figure 1 . Taking an"average value of 3 keY c'm-a s-1 over the energy range displayed in the figure, one obtains an upper limitof~5 x 10-gergscrn-'s -I. Wc contrast this with the intensity of the bursts in the sample. The average peak flux for the bursts in the sample is approximately 10 photons cm -2 s-_ in the energy range 50-300 kcV (see Fishman et aL 1993) . With an average photon energy of~200 kcV, one has an average peak flux of approximately 3 x 10 -6 ergs cm -2 s -_. This is nearly three orders of magnitude larger than the upper limit obtained in the previous paragraph. The level of quiescent emission that is allowed from the burst progenitor objects is therefore approximately a factor of 1000 below the level of the emission during the burst
The CGRO has an orbital period of -,,90 minutes. Consequently, each source is measured once every 45 minutes on average. It is therefore possible that the progenitor objects of bursts emit radiation at or above the level of 5 x 10 -9 ergs cm -2 s-i for timescales of minutes or seconds, and that these short-term emissions may go largely unnoticed due to the comparatively low duty cycle of measurement on a given source. Longer emission episodes may also occur; however, their occurrence must be very infrequent to have escaped the detection of this study.
These limits have important consequences for a variety of gamma-ray burst models. Many gamma-ray burst models published both before and aRer the announcement of the BATSE results involve the accretion of material onto a compact object. Dar et al. (1992) , for example, have proposed that accretion of material onto white dwarf stars in binary systems produce a gamma-ray burst when the mass of the white dwarf crosses the Chandrasekhar limit, causing the core of the white dwarf to collapse into a neutron star. Other . Numm'ous X-ray binaries are oh,m-red in the X-my and ipunma-my region of the spectrum throujh radmtion p_erated as material is accreted onto their surfaces. Van Pmldijs (1992) has noted that if gamma-ray bursts are produced in systems with accretion, and since accretion is known to be a process in which X-ray and gamma-ray emission is generated, then these burst progenitor objects must, at some level be a source of emission caused by accretion. We assert that this level of emission must be at least three orders of magnitude less than the intensity of the gamma-ray burst itself.
The absence of emission near the time of the burst also has important consequences for burst production models. It is dear from these results that the progenitor objects of bursts show no detectable increase in their energy output or offer any indication through emission that a burst is imminent. There is no detectable emission after the burst either. These may imply that the bursts occur in an extremely clean environment.
Meszaros & Rees (1992) have proposed the production of gamma-my bursts from the mergers of binary systems containing two neutron stars or a neutron star and a black hole• In the merger, tidal heating of the objects produces a burst of neutrinos with energy on the order of 10 ss ergs. Annihilation of v_ pairs then produce the high-energy photons detected as a gamma-ray burst. As the binary system decays, one may envision a number of mechanisms for the emission of X-ray or gamma-ray radiation shortly before the burst from smaller episodes of tidal heating, from heating of material in the region of the objects, acceleration of charged particles by the magnetic field of the neutron star, etc. It is apparent that if such emission exists, it is below the level of detection.
Fencl et aL (1992) have discussed the possibility of 511 keV "afterglows" from gamma-ray bursts due to the presence of NONBURST EMISSION
